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Now that we have well and truly entered the age of AI, we are increasingly relying on machines to 
assist us in scien fic tasks, including discovery and jus fica on. Historically, carrying out such tasks has 
required a good measure of human crea vity, which many scholars s ll consider to be difficult, if not 
impossible, to reproduce with machines. Their scep cism is mo vated by a roman cised view of 
crea vity, according to which crea vity is ed to the human condi on and is elusive and inscrutable. 
In this talk, I reject the roman c view for a more grounded approach that sees scien fic crea vity as a 
ra onal process that involves deduc ve, induc ve and heuris c reasoning, with a he y dose of trial 
and error (in the spirit of Langley et al. 1987). More concretely, I offer a blueprint for a system that 
may be able to aid (and at the limit replace) humans in performing the tasks of scien fic discovery and 
jus fica on via a combina on of methods that emanate from neural and symbolic AI.1 Among other 
things, I discuss automated reasoning as a means of genera ng as well as tes ng hypotheses, and 
inves gate how heuris cs, par cularly analogies (Bartha 2010), can help reduce the search space of 
plausible hypotheses. 
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1 Neuro-symbolic methods are on the ascendancy, as demonstrated by the AlphaGeometry (Trinh et al. 2024). 


